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From the Honorary
Colonel

F

irst and foremost I am delighted to welcome Sarah
Trevelion to the Command of the Squadron on
annual deployment in Operation Phoenix Focus
she will be hugely welcomed by the Regiment and the
Squadron. There is much to do, particularly since the
re-organisation of the Regiment and the loss to 68 of
their Essex constituency, which will necessitate active
recruitment and a focus on how the Squadron should go
forward.
My wife and I were very pleased indeed to attend the
70th Anniversary programme in France where once again
the Veterans, the Inns of Court Band, the Courseulles Band and the 68 Squadron Inns
of Court paraded at Courseulles-sur-Mer. It was particularly evocative to see the
Veterans and to hear of their exploits all those years ago on the beaches and in the
hedgerows and country that lie behind Courseulles and in the bitter battles over that
period. We were struck too by the huge attendance by the French Veterans and their
compatriots who now live in the towns and villages of Normandy.
Together with the other Honorary Colonels I was also delighted to attend the
Annual Deployment of the 71st (City of London) Yeomanry Signal Regiment in early
September at Sennelager Camp in Germany. Sennelager is a very substantial base
with natural tank forested and open country to make excellent training grounds for
the Regiment. We witnessed not only the Squadron and other parts of the Regiment
in the field but also in a well organised attack on a mock township within the training
area. Many in the Squadron were able to demonstrate their natural acting abilities
as well as their military capability. On the second night all officers attended a Mess
dinner where the Master Draper was Guest of Honour. I was very pleased to be
invited.
I should also report my delight at attending in Guildhall Yard, in the City of London,
a joint concert between the Royal Yeomanry Band and the HAC Band; the two TA
Reserve Bands who have been selected as elite Army Bands with duties both at
Westminster and up and down the Country. The Royal Yeomanry Band will, I am sure,
be able to demonstrate time and time again their sheer musicality and excellent skills.

“The Royal
Yeomanry Band
will, I am sure,
be able to
demonstrate
time and time
again their
sheer musicality
and excellent
skills.”

There remains much to do for the Squadron under our new Officer Commanding. I
am confident that with the skills available within the Squadron and the relevance of
the Squadron to the Regiment the next two years will be of fulfilment and success.

COLONEL SIR ROBERT FINCH KCB DL
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Chairman’s Report

T

his has been an eventful year and one that gives great
hope for the future but much needs to be done to
convert that hope to reality. I will enlarge on those
thoughts below. This has been a year for commemoration of
those who gave their lives for this country as, as I write this the
Rough Riders’ Memorial Service is fresh in my mind, in particular
that phrase in ‘Oh,Valiant Hearts’ which sums up the sacrifice
and example of our fallen comrades:-

‘All you had hoped for, all you had, you gave,
To save mankind—yourselves you scorned to save.’
We have much to be thankful for and much to be proud of
but the future cannot be built on that alone. I will be frank
and, probably take the consequences. The Squadron was left,
for reasons I will not dwell on, without effective uninterrupted
leadership for two years. That has now been remedied but the
void has caused a chronic need for recruitment and we in the
Association have a duty to do anything that we can to remedy
the situation. Frankly, without effective action, the future of the
Squadron and our place in Stone Buildings may be uncertain.
It was Edward Cardwell, who was Secretary of State for War
from 1864 to 1874, who re-organised the Army recruitment
system onto a regional basis which system now appears
threatened by the current system of recruitment. Our history

tells us that we
preceded Cardwell’s
reforms by some
310 years, having
traditionally
recruited from
those in and around
the Inns of Court.
Other militias, now
Reserve Army units
did likewise but to
move with strength
and confidence
into the future we
need, urgently, to
concentrate on recruitment based on the Squadron’s locations
at Lincoln’s Inn and Whipps Cross. All ideas and connection to
achieve this end are most welcome.

Fortunate
Having raised doubts as to a centralised system of recruitment
and posting, we are fortunate indeed that this has given us
Major Sarah Trevelion, who took command of the Squadron in
July, and Captain Tim Roberts, who assumed the role of 2 i/c a
short while later. We now have an almost full complement of
officers, they having been joined by Lieutenant Chris Davis and

O Group at Graye-sur-Mer
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2nd Lieutenants Mat Osment and Tim Levison. Rumour has it
there are more on the way but need for recruitment of soldiers
remains paramount.

D-Day
As to year’s activities, the early part was overwhelmed with
arrangements for the D-Day commemorations in June based on
Graye-sur-Mer. Initially the problem was one of accommodation
in that almost everywhere had been booked two years in
advance. Eventually the Mairie at Graye was able to solve
our problems. The next uncertainty was the programme for
the events which the recce, undertaken by Tom, Denis, John
Donaldson and myself in March, failed to unearth. Nothing was
apparent from any website that one was able to discover nor
from any contacts who were likely to be in the know. What
did come our way was mind-boggling security arrangements
whereby each individual had to apply for a personal security
pass. In the event all the mainstream events were restricted
to veterans and VIPs but at the last minute, an action-packed
programme, arranged by the mayors of our three villages, Grayesur-Mer, Conde and Tilly-sur-Seulles was disclosed. Our thanks
are due to Tom Taylor and particularly Denis Durkin for their
splendid liaison work with the three local Mairies and to Captain
John Donaldson for his overall organisation. The full story is
told in Major Jane Dodd’s article on page 12. I believe that the
visit was a great success but, personally, I felt some relief when
our hosts said “Don’t come again for another three years as we
have no money left”. We will be saying a further ‘thank you’ by
presenting each of the three mairies with a print of the painting
by Hugh Beattie, more of which later.

It has also been brought to our notice by the Squadron Padre
that the former Attorney General, the Rt. Hon. Dominic Grieve
QC MP, was a member of the Squadron in the early 80s and a
dinner is being held in his honour.
As to the Bright Bequest, you may or may not be surprised
to hear that the administration of the estate is still not yet
complete although the sale of the house took place in early May.
We do however have the bulk of the money and arrangements
are in course for the investment of this.
By the time we go to press the painting of C Squadron landing
on Juno Beach on D Day, featuring the late Sergeant John Bright
(then Trooper Bright) will be completed the finishing touches
having been made by Captain Hugh Beattie and the unveiling will
take place at 10 Stone Buildings on 9 December. Prints will be
available for sale and for details please see the article about the
painting on page 10.
With a full complement of officers in the Squadron we look
forward to a year of progress in every direction.

			Andrew Collins
			Chairman
Inns of Court & City Yeomanry
Association

Obstacle Race
Of course the embargo on visits was lifted shortly after by
the announcement of an obstacle race, starting from boats,
simulating D-Day to take place from 27 to 29 March 2015. Major
Trevelion has indicated the Squadron will enter a team. I am sure
that spectators will be welcome. Details are available on www.
ddayrace.com .
The next commemoration was to mark the start of World War
I held at Berkhamsted at the end of July when the Squadron and
members of the Association paraded with the band. For the full
report, please read Denis Durkin’s article on page 30.
As I write this, the dinner for in honour of Alderman and Sheriff
Andrew Parmley, who kindly represented the Lord Mayor has
just taken place and the occasion was much heightened by the
attendance of the Band which is now one of the only two bands
remaining in the Reserve Army. They just go from strength to
strength and it is a privilege to hear them play. Amongst the
many parades and performances they marched the St James’s
Detachment of the Queen’s Guard from Buckingham Palace to
St James’s Palace in July.

“Amongst the many
parades and performances
they marched the St
James’s Detachment of
the Queen’s Guard from
Buckingham Palace to St
James’s Palace in July.”

Royal Yeomanry
A related item of news is that Lt Col Simon McMenemy (late
68 (Inns of Court & City Yeomanry) Signal Squadron) has just
assumed command of the Royal Yeomanry. We wish him all
success in his command.
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Report from the
Officer Commanding
68 (Inns of Court and City
Yeomanry) Signal Squadron

ver the past year, there have been several changes in
the Inns of Court and City Yeomanry Signal Squadron
command team, with Maj Alex Downing handing over
command to Maj Sarah Trevelion in Jul 14. In addition to this,
Capt Tim Roberts joined the Squadron early in the year, replacing
Capt Sean Olahan as Second in Command. We wish both Alex
and Sean all the very best for the future and thank them for all
their hard work and efforts during their tenures.
In terms of officer manning, we are now very well recruited for
young officers, with three subalterns now in post and another
due to commission on 1 November. Two of our subalterns
have joined the Army Reserve very recently and commissioned
through the Reserve Commissioning Course together with, an
eight-week ‘zero to hero’ training package. As we reach our full
complement of officers, our attentions turn to bolstering the
numbers within the non-commissioned ranks, in line with Op
FORTIFY, the Army’s priority for increasing the size of the Army
Reserve to 30,100 by 2018.
Reconfiguration
The Squadron reconfiguration has now taken place, with 907
(Essex Yeomanry) Tp, who joined us in 2009, moving across
to be part of 36 Signal Sqn. The Squadron’s main effort now
is to recruit sufficient numbers to form the second Troop at
Whipps Cross, where the bulk of our capability resides. 68
Signal Squadron will revert from the Inns of Court, City and
Essex Yeomanry to the Inns of Court and City Yeomanry on 1
November 2014 and our berets will be changed back from green
to blue accordingly.
Numbers within the Squadron orbat continue to rise. The
recruiting team led by Sgt Steve Warren have been busy and
we have managed to attest several new recruits who are now
well into their recruit training cycle. We currently have 17 more
potential ICCY members on the system flow chart to get to the
training stage. We have been given a target of 24 to recruit into
the Squadron in this training year and we are well on the way to
meeting this target.
Parades
The ICCY has been involved in a number of parades to
commemorate both the First and Second World Wars. In June
this year the Squadron along with a number of Association
members made the trip across or under the Channel to take
part in the 70th Anniversary of the D Day landings. This was
a fantastic weekend and we were superbly hosted by the
people of Graye-Sur-Mer. We conducted several parades on the
Saturday, with the Royal Yeomanry Band in attendance playing
a major part in ensuring that the parades had excellent musical
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accompaniment.
They also
provided an open
air concert on
the Saturday
evening and
the finale with
the Squadron
Honorary
Colonel
conducting was a
joy to behold.
WW1
In July the
Squadron and the
Association took
part in a parade
at Berkhamsted
Golf Club to
commemorate
the start of the
First World War
and the sacrifices
made by the Inns
of Court Officer
Training Corps
who conducted
their training there. A glorious day shone upon us all and once
again with the music provided by the Royal Yeomanry Band
we conducted a service at the memorial adjacent to the third
fairway on the golf course – a place the PSAO knows all too well
after his numerous recces prior to the actual day! Splendidly
hosted by the golf club and its members plus we even had the
addition of the club choir serenading us with various wartime
songs. In all an excellent day and one that will live long in the
memory of those who attended.
Training
On the training aspect, we have just returned from a two week
annual deployment exercise in Sennelager, Germany where we
deployed into the field for an eight-day communications exercise.
The Squadron proved its ability to operate in the field for an
extended period and provide communications capability in line
with regimental directives. The fact that 100% of our manning
stayed out for the whole exercise, unlike the other Squadrons, is
worthy of note and illustrates how robust and capable personnel
in the ICCY are! At the end of the exercise, the Squadron visited
the Warsteimer brewery for a day of R&R which was enjoyed by

Major Trevelion with 2 i/c Captain Tim Roberts
all and just goes to show that we can organise the proverbial!
All normal other training continues to take place, with a good
number of personnel having completed their promotion courses
and command and leadership training over the past year. Trade
training is on the increase and a number of newly badged
members of the Squadron have recently completed not only
their full recruit programme but are now currently working
their way through the course books to become competent
Communications Systems Operators. Of note Signaller Asamoah
was awarded ‘Best Student’ on his recent TSC(B) course at ATR
Pirbright. An excellent effort.
However, it is not all serious green training. The Squadron
managed to get away for a weekend’s adventure training in July,
organised by the Squadron 2IC and LCpl Noble. The training was
conducted in Herefordshire and consisted of canoeing and rock
climbing. This type of training tested all and in certain cases fears
had to be overcome to achieve the goal which was excellent for
everyone’s morale.

November and it is hoped that the attendance will continue
to rise from the Squadron and Association alike plus their
guests. We will also be well represented at this year’s Festival of
Remembrance at the Royal Albert Hall, where 2Lt Levison will
lead the Regiment’s contingent, ably supported by LCpl Noble
and Sig Hawkins.
Finally, Squadron personnel will get the chance to show off their
skiing abilities when the Regiment deploys on Exercise Phoenix
Glide in late January. In addition to this, Sig Vickers will hopefully
be attending the Corps Rugby training camp in November.
It is fair to say that this report to the Vanguard finds the
Squadron in fine form, working and playing hard and helping to
spread the good name of the ICCY far and wide across the Army
and further afield.

Major Sarah L Trevelion

Riding
The ICCY focus is now on preparation for the November
season and all of our important duties during this period. Horse
riding training is well under way with the Household Cavalry
Mounted Regiment in Knightsbridge and will continue right up
until the Lord Mayor’s Show. The Squadron has also laid on some
extra training in Windsor, in line with our aspiration to offer up
the opportunity to ride to many new members of the Squadron.
The pool of those who are competent on horseback and have
been passed as riding fit by the HCMR continues to grow and we
will have several new riders participating in the parade this year.

“The Squadron proved
its ability to operate
in the field for an
extended period”

Remembrance Parade will take place as normal on Sunday 9
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Secretary’s Report

T

his year has been a very busy one especially with the
commemoration of the beginning of the First World War.
However, the Association’s year began with the Rough
Riders Memorial Service, which was attended by 21 comrades.
The Padre made some changes to the service in order to bring
in more of his congregation and this was successful. The readings
were reduced to one and Denis Durkin was very relieved it
was from the New Testament, so no difficult names. The serving
Squadron provided a very smart guard of honour, appreciated by
the members and the congregation.
There was a very good attendance at the Field of Remembrance
and Colonel Robert and the Chairman fronted our plots. This
was the first time that Prince Harry had accompanied HRH
Prince Philip to St Margaret’s – a possible successor when
the time comes? Most members retired to the Civil Service
Club afterwards. This will continue to be a ticketed event and
application has been made for next year.
Belgium Night was a very pleasant evening and seeing so many
members of the serving Squadron attend was a special tribute
to John Bright, who instigated and organised the dinner for may
years until his death.
There were several recce visits to France to organise the
commemoration of the First World War. Considerable confusion
was experienced in the beginning as to the obtaining of passes,
as no single party seemed to be taking responsibility. However,
the event took place and thanks to the PSAO, Denis Durkin and
the Mairie of Grey-Sur-mer all went well. I could not attend the
Association visit but was able, the following weekend to lay a
wreath at Bayeux Cemetery and crosses on a number of the
graves. I was also able to pay my respects at our own memorial.
Sadly we do not have a dedicated almoner to look after the
sick and lame so this usually falls on the Secretary. To this end
authority was requested at the AGM for the Secretary to send
cards and flowers to those who are ill, and this was approved.
Last year I reported on the wedding of Jennifer Lavinder-Bates
and I am pleased to report that there is another potential
member of the squadron with the addition of Hannah LavinderBates. Congratulation from all the Association members.
Next year will continue to be extremely busy and future dates
are published in this document.
The officer’s bi-annual dinner will take place early in 2015 and
Major James Evans has kindly agreed to organise the event. More
from him later.
Some of you may be aware that Major Knolles was wounded at
Gallipoli and died after being repatriated to the UK. He is buried
in Highgate Cemetery and provisional arrangements are being
made for us to hold a commemoration parade at his graveside.
Phil Seaton is liaising with the cemetery and a possible date for
this event around 25th September 2015, hopefully either the
weekend before or afterwards. More information will follow as
soon as the dates are finalised.
There will be a number of parades in London on the 25th April
2015 to commemorate the Gallipoli campaign and full details will
be forwarded as soon as I receive them.
I will take this opportunity to wish all members a happy
Christmas and peaceful New Year.
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Dates for 2015
22nd January – IC&CY Yacht Squadron Dinner
12th March – Federation of Old Comrades AGM
16th March – Cavalry Memorial Parade
25th April – Gallipoli Commemoration, London
1st May – Devil’s Own Regatta, Seaview, Isle of Wight
7th June – Federation of Old Comrades Parade, Bank
of England
25 September – Major Knolly’s Commemoration,
Highgate Cemetery
16th October – Association AGM
18th October – Rough Riders Memorial Service, St
Bartholomew, 1015 onwards
5th November – Field of Remembrance,
Westminster Abbey
8th November – Remembrance Sunday Lincolns inn
13th November - Belgium Dinner, Lincolns Inn
14th November – Lord Mayor’s Show

Major Barrie Corfield QVRM TD
Secretary

The Regimental
Museum Report

I

am pleased to report that the Museum is in good health. The
old computer has finally been replaced by a new sparkling
modern PC thanks to the generosity and assistance from
the Regimental Trusts. Thanks also go to my assistant and
fellow trustee, Major Tony Benbow TD, who advised on the
requirements of and specification for the computer and also
prepared the submission to the regimental trustees. Later when
the big box arrived he assembled it and
loaded up all our specialist software.
The PC came with Windows 8.1 which is
not as good as Windows 7 but is aeons
beyond our old clunky XP and is vastly
faster in operation. Re-tweaking enabled
the original HP printer to be usable but
the HP scanner (a hand-me-down of
much antiquity) would not play and so
we have bought a new excellent Canon
machine.
The cataloguing of our many assets
continues. This includes everything on
the walls at SHQ that is not specifically
owned by a separate regimental trust. It’s
a huge task but has to be done, including
photographing everything. This has been
on top of the usual enquiries and general
admin.

In fact in this first centenary year of the
Great War, the number of enquiries has
increased greatly. Thankfully, as regards
those cadets who passed through the
Officer Training Corps from 1914 -18, we have brief biographical
details in the War Record thanks to the foresight and supremely
hard work of Colonel Errington CB VD, the first CO, and a
small committee of former members of the Corps. Alas we do
not have the equivalent for the Rough Riders beyond a history
published in the 1930s.
I have also given advice and assistance to Miss Samantha
Knights, a member of the Bar assembling items for an exhibition
devoted to the gardens and public spaces in London used by
the Volunteers for training in London, and to others. It was
interesting to learn that apart from Lincoln’s Inn, the Corps also
used the gardens in the Temple, Regents Park for night exercises
after closure to the public, Hampstead Heath and Richmond
Park.
There has been an interesting exhibition at The Temple Church,
the collegiate church of the Middle and Inner Temple, dedicated
to the memory of those barristers and employees of those Inns
who left their chambers 100 years ago to fight in the Great
War and died for their country. Quite a number naturally
passed through the Corps. One, Hugh Meysey-Thompson (Inner
Temple), kept a diary. He describes his enlistment at 10 Stone

Buildings:

“Find a long stream of would-be recruits. Finally my
turn comes, and I go before an elderly gentleman
disguised as major, who, in spite his uniform, boots
and spurs, could be nothing other than a Chancery
Barrister. My age, and the fact that it is twelve years
since I performed any form of military duties makes
him rather reluctant to accept me, but I impress upon him that I was
a marksman at Marlborough, and carefully suppress the fact that
I never attained the rank even of lance corporal, and I am finally
passed.
“Parade at ten in Lincoln’s Inn gardens. About 100 recruits, all looking
rather lost and most unmilitary in “civvies”
with every sort of hat. Several earnest and
warm looking NCOs push us into some
kind of formation, and we are then sorted
into squads, according to the freshness of
our military experience. An ardent corporal
takes us in hand and drills us vigorously,
with an interval for luncheon, until 4
o’clock, when we are dismissed for the day,
and I retire to my club for a much needed
drink, feeling as if never worked so hard in
my life before.”
Readers might reflect upon their own
enlistment experiences and may well
conclude that little seems to have
changed in the last hundred years!

The usual flow of visitors continues to
be shown round. An unusual task, but
not an unwelcome one, was to help
entertain a distinguished diplomatic
group from a Caribbean country
including their High Commissioner in
London and the head of their defence
forces. The MOD fielded a very high-powered hosting team, one
of whom was the Deputy Chief of the General Staff standing in
for CGS himself. The historic setting of Stone Buildings and our
splendid artefacts impressed the visitors.
We have acquired a number of small items via the eagle
eye of Major Tony Benbow’s scanning of eBay. These include
The Illustrated War News for April 1915, an ICR Order for
November 1937 and an ICR Devil button. Some interesting
unlisted finds in the Stores include two unused pistol holsters
dated 1940 and a tin of water sterilizing tablets of about the
same age.
The Association’s website will need updating, the historical
elements of which are firmly on our agenda.
Finally I thank all those who have helped in the life of the
Museum and eased my own work load.

Major Michael O’Beirne TD
Trustee and Hon Curator
Vanguard 2014
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The Bright Painting

W

hen news of the bequest from John and Anne Bright
was first received, the Association considered how
best we could commemorate their generosity. A
number of options were discussed and eventually it was decided
that a painting would be commissioned in their honour to be
hung in the Mess. The subject of that painting was the next
decision to be made. This was not so hard as John, aged only 16,
he having been forgetful of his real age when enlisting, landed
with C Squadron, Inns of Court Regiment, on Juno Beach on D
Day 1944 where he was driver to Denis Main-Wilson, a troop
commander who subsequently produced ‘The Goon Show’.
This, then was to be the subject. The next task was to select the
artist; a selection committee consisting of Major Tony Shipton,
Major Andrew Collins, Tom Taylor, Major Barrie Corfield and
Lt Colonel Jonathan Manley set to and having contacted and
reviewed the work and suitability of a number of military artists,
our own Captain Hugh Beattie was selected and the commission
given in May 2013.
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What, may you ask, has the artist been doing for the last
18 months? After discussion as to the outline composition,
Hugh and a number of us spent half a day at the photographic
collection of the Imperial war Museum collecting relevant images.
Thereafter Hugh went to exacting lengths of acquiring the use
of contemporary uniforms, military equipment, including a Dingo
Scout Car, and suborning members of the Squadron to act as
models.
The publication of this issue will be almost contemporaneous
with the official unveiling of the painting in the Mess on Tuesday
9 December but here is, possibly, a preview. Prints of the
painting are available and below is an order form which can
be photocopied if you do not want to rip out the page. Each
mounted/framed print will measure 17” x 20” and the prices
quoted below are inclusive of VAT but not delivery.
Our thanks are due to Hugh for such a meritable painting.

Andrew Collins

ORDER FORM
C SQUADRON INNS OF COURT REGIMENT
JUNO BEACH NORMANDY
6 JUNE 1944
In memory of Sergeant John Bright

To: Andrew Collins
37 Walham Grove
London SW6 1QR

I would like to order the following, which I will collect from 10 Stone Buildings, Lincoln’s
Inn, London WC2A 3SB and enclose my cheque in favour of ‘Inns of Court & City Yeomanry
Association’ for the total cost.
Each mounted/framed print will measure 17” x 20” and the prices quoted below are inclusive of
VAT but not delivery.

Type required
Print alone
Mounted print
Mounted – basic frame
Mounted – quality
frame

Price
£12
£20
£52
£62.50

Number

Cost

Total
Date:
Name:
Address:

Signature:
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IC&CY Normandy D-Day
Commemorations
5-8 June 2014

T

he Association and the Squadron spent a poignant
and heart warming few days, in the company of our
Normandy comrades, taking part in the 70th Anniversary
Commemorations of the Second World War D-Day Landings.

Thursday 5 June 2014
An earlyish start – always preferable to the sleepless night ferry
in my view. For those of us who took the coach across “The
Guns of Navarone” and “Mission Impossible – Ghost Protocol”,
provided suitable entertainment on our journey from Lincoln’s
Inn to Graye-Sur-Mer in Normandy.

Early evening we arrived at La Ruche, where the Squadron were
billeted, and were met by Patrick Lavarde, the Deputy Mayor and
Karine Fauvel, Secretariat, Graye-sur-Mer. Despite visiting this
part of France on a number of occasions on Squadron duties,
this was the first time I had been able to get to know these
two very hard working and prominent people. I suddenly began
to appreciate how much effort goes into one of these events,
something you are largely shielded from as a serving member
of the Squadron. Quite right too – the exponentially increasing
number of parades are quite enough to deal with on their own!
Neighbouring Courseille-sur-Mer, where some of the Association
were billeted and easy walking distance from La Ruche, was
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the target for a leisurely evening meal followed by magnificent
fireworks and drinks at the Petit Mousse – a long time Squadron
haunt.

Friday 6 June 2014
First thing in the morning, following a briefing at La Ruche by
Major Andrew Collins we all bomb burst to various tasks and
sightseeing details.
I was detailed to join a recce with Major the Rev Nicholas
Leviseur (henceforth to be known as the Padre), Denis Durkin
and Major Andrew Collins. First stop was the office of the Mayor
of Condé-sur-Seulles.
Monsieur le Marie Touffaire
does not speak much
English and, much to my
regret, French is not my
strong suit. Nevertheless, it
wasn’t long before he said
the one word I certainly
did recognize: ‘Champagne’
– and, well, it would have
been rude not to…
Following this, the Mayor
escorted us to nearby
Jerusalem Crossroads, the
Cemetery and adjacent
Chateau barn, which would
account for two parades
and one reception the next
day.
We set off back to base.
The roads were full of
period-costumed drivers
in authentic vehicles.
Many towns had their
remembrance services
that day and the streets
were lined with bunting.
Ordinary citizens, French and other nationalities, turned up in
their droves to take part.
Detouring only slightly, for a bistro lunch, we arrived at Chateau
de Vaux, a mental institution near to La Ruche with a room for
80 for our evening event. We had just finished setting out tables
and devising a seating plan when the caterers began to arrive. As
we left the institution, we were greeted with the curious sight
of Major Alan Smallbone being escorted by a nurse through the
grounds of the institution. Although there was some debate, we
did decide to rescue him, but it is still quite a mystery how he got
there in the first place.

Squadron Dinner
So much for the seating plan! At 2030hrs there were many
people, mostly mayors, still to arrive from various other events,
which had run late or caused them to be caught up in traffic
behind cordoned-off roads. Top table was decimated for a while,
so various gallant Association members and French dignitaries
agreed to fill in until the mayors arrived.

Far left: On the way to the Parades
Above: Inns of Court Regimental Memorial, Graye-sur-Mer

Below: Frank Gamble enjoys the sun

There then followed an amusing and rather manic game of
musical chairs until all the mayors had managed to switch into
their true places. No one seemed to mind. In fact, it all added to
the charm of the evening.
Among our rotating guests were Monsieur le Marie Lechevre
(Mayor of Graye-sur-Mer), Monsieur Le Marie Touffaire (Mayor of
Condé-sur-Seulles), Monsieur le Marie Ichmoukametoff (Mayor
of Chouain) and a posse of six from L’Aigle including Monsieur
Fernand Lepinay, who played a definitive role as a young boy
in guiding our troops through L’Aigle and Alain Berthelot, a
previous mayor who had learnt English for his role several years
earlier.

Saturday 7 June 2014
We boarded the bus in good time for the journey to Jerusalem
Crossroads, Tilly-sur-Seulles. The weather was wetter than a rainy
day in Manchester with extra doses of thunder and lightning.
This was looking like it might be quite a soggy affair and then,
miraculously, the rain stopped, just as we were getting off the
bus. The IC&CY has been similarly blessed with gaps in weather
on other occasions. One Annual Camp, in particular, managed to
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Above: Ken Robinson – our Veteran

Top right: Between the Parades on Juno Beach

Below: Colonel Robert inspects the Engineers

Bottom right: Boats on the Beach
Squadron, The Inns of Court
Regiment. In a case of mistaken
identity, American Thunderbolt
fighter planes decimated our
troops killing both soldiers and
civilians.
The Squadron and the
Association paraded in front of
our memorial to the fallen along
with 26 Engineer Regiment. Our
first Act of Remembrance.

repeatedly shine on us as we stepped off transport to complete
some task or other and completely hose it down on all the
other Squadrons as we were driven in comfort to our next task.
Most gratifying, as I recall.

Jerusalem Crossroads
On 7 June 1944, a day after the landings on Juno Beach, Jerusalem
Crossroads was the scene of a tragic bombing attack on C
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Next there was a short march
to the cemetery 500m down
the hill where the fallen are
buried together. SSM James
Paton expertly marshalled the
Squadron and the Engineers
into position on the grass in
front of the graveyard memorial.
This cemetery is a beautiful
garden with gently curving plots and flowers growing in front of
every grave. The Mayor of Chouain presided over this ceremony,
which was very moving. The children of the local area were
all encouraged to take part and given red roses to lay by each
headstone.
After the ceremony, there was sparkling wine or calvados (apple
brandy which is a specialty of the region) and a marvellous

spread on offer in the nearby
Chateau barn. For the uninitiated
this looked very much like lunch.
However, an official lunch was
very generously laid on for us a
little down the road at Condésur-Seulles. I am reliably informed
that Monsieur le Marie Touffaire
had done the shopping for it
himself.
At 1400hrs we were back on the
bus for the return trip to Grayesur-Mer arriving in plenty of time
to begin the five separate parades
at Juno Beach and meeting up
with the Inns of Court Band who
had, until then, been on other
duties elsewhere.

Juno Beach Parades
The first of the Juno Beach
parades was at the Inns of
Court memorial. Many would
have been surprised to see the
hymn “Praise to the Lord” set
out in three different languages:
English, French and also German.
In what was one of the most
memorable moments for me, the
Padre explained why. There were
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Left: Cross
of Lorraine,
Juno Beach.

Below Left:
Homeward
Bound

Right:The
Band plays
on…

soldiers from many nationalities who fought and died on that day
on Juno Beach. There are many memorials to the Allied fallen,
but no record of the German lives that were lost. He reminded
us that we were standing on their bones, the bones of human
beings. We need to recognise their suffering too.
At the D-Day Memorial on the sand of Graye Beach, there
are flags representing the eight Allied countries. Our soldiers
were detailed to stand by to raise and lower these flags at the
appropriate time. Here we also had the battle of the bands as
the Courseulles and Inns of Court bands sometimes appeared
to be pitted against each other in their sparkling renditions of
the various national anthems.
It was at this memorial that
the official commemorative
badges of the D-Day 70th
Anniversary were presented
to all of our Veterans.
One Charlie was our next
port of call. This is a Royal
Engineer tank, which sank at
this spot on D-Day, providing
a safe route across the sinking
sands for other troops. It has
now been raised and restored
and makes a very impressive
monument.
On to the Polish Memorial,
which is a relatively new
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addition and set a little higher in the dunes than the others.
The Canadian Memorial is the last of the Juno Beach memorials.
By this stage everyone is always well practised in what to do and
expect.

Two more services to go …
The sun had been beating down on us since the morning and
the Band and the Squadron were in need of rapid rehydration.
However, as is often the way with these things, on being given a

quick ten minute break, a higher priority precipitated a mad dash
for the portaloos.
The shout went up and the troops fell in to parade down
General de Gaulle Avenue to the Wash House, a small brick
building over a stream that fills it with a cleansing pool of water.
This was used as a casualty clearing station 70 years ago. Here
there was a short stop to remember those that caught their
breath there.
Finally, we all formed up in front of the Graye-sur-Mer village
memorial for our last remembrance service. After this the troops
marched back to La Ruche where another and very welcome
reception awaited them.

La Ruche Reception
As the sparkling wine flowed, the Honorary Colonel was
called upon to perform a number of extra duties. First of all, he
said a few words in preparation for the delivery of the Medal
of Honour by the Mayor to the Veterans. Following this, the
Engineers grabbed him to deliver recently awarded Afghanistan
medals to its soldiers.
Once the Honorary Colonel returned to the fold, a wonderful
photo opportunity presented itself. Our Veteran, Ken Robinson,
was introduced to the serving squadron and a number of
photographs were taken to preserve the moment for the history
books. A very special moment indeed.

Outdoor Concert
Although the Squadron’s duties were now over, the Band still had

a couple of hours more work to do. With Major Roy Falshaw
at the helm, the “ICCY Brass band” kicked off a programme of
music followed by further musical entertainment by Nathan
Moore and his uncle Pat Moore (a Royal Engineer Veteran)
amongst others.
As the sun went down, two of the Band’s musicians appeared
from nowhere to play a teasing Irish jig, primarily for the PSAO’s
benefit. Sgt Maj Jimmy Wolfe’s impromptu and very exuberant
dance in response, revealing his origins from County Cork, was
another highlight of the trip.

Legion d’Honneur
Shortly following the Normandy Commemorations, the
President of France declared that all surviving Veterans are to be
awarded the Legion d’Honneur (broadly equivalent to an MBE).
The Association has contacted our seven Veterans and forwarded
the necessary forms to them.

Postscript
These trips to Normandy are incredibly special. Full to the brim
with history and emotion. Our friends in Graye-sur-Mer, L’Aigle
and elsewhere, always look after us extremely well. I would
strongly advise both the serving Squadron and Association to
grasp these opportunities with both hands whenever they are
offered. There are simply no language barriers after a glass or
two of calvados.

Major Jane Dodd TD
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BLACK BROGUES 2014
Left: Armed Forces Day
Lunch

Below: On the March –
City of London Parade of
Homage

Right: City of London
Parade of Homage

Below Right:The Band
strikes up at the Cavalry
Memorial Parade in Hyde
Park

T

his year saw us follow the standard path of supporting
association activities plus running numerous general
events. Here is a summary of the year’s events:-

April – St Fagg’s Day Lunch. This is the alternate St
George’s Day celebration attended by The Black Brogue and ex
members of The All Arms Junior Leaders (AAJLR) Comrades
Association (we have cross membership) - this is held annually at
The Civil Service Club with 30 + taking lunch and sampling the
fine range of real ales in The CSC bar.
Who is St Fagg? a fictional saint named after a certain L/Cpl
Hermes Fagg who served in the AAJLR and terrorised the young
16 to 17 old boy soldiers who had the misfortune to cross his
path during their 15 month stay at the
AAJLR – if you want to know more visit
the AAJLR website – http://www.aajlr.org/

May – Home Service Force visit

to National Memorial Arboretum.
Although our (ICCY) attendee numbers
have steadily declined over the years,
the parade and service at the Home
Service Force Grove National Memorial
Arboretum has struck a chord with
other HSF units and overall numbers has
increased.
The event remains an ICCY-driven
gathering with our former SSM of 348 Sqn
(HSF) Jim Wolfe running the formal part of
the visit as the parade commander.
The National Home Service Force
Association stands down this year and it
has been agreed with the current (nearly
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former!) chairman that The ICCY
HSF will run the visit again in 2015 – it is more than likely that
numbers will stay steady or maybe increase if HSF nostalgia kicks
in!

May – Cavalry Memorial Parade The annual “Bowler
Hat and Umbrella Fest” took place on Sunday 8th May in Hyde
Park. Four from ICCY Association attended and marched within
the Royal Yeomanry column.
The RY (ICCY) band was in attendance plus the newly formed
Royal Armoured Corps band and, of course, the HMR bands
A new departure from the norm was that, following the parade

This has been running
annually for a couple of
years and is an informal
lunch held at The Rifles
Mess in Mayfair W1 (we
are associate members
of the mess due to the
Rough Rider connection
with The Rifle Brigade,
an antecedent regiment
of The Rifles)

September –
Visit to United
Grand Lodge of
England

June - City of London Parade of Homage

We try to arrange at
least one visit to a
military museum during
The Black Brogue year.
There was a variation this year in that we visited Freemason’s
Hall in Central London to view their WW1 exhibition
“Freemasons in the Great War” which was followed by a guided
tour of the building.

We put in an appearance at the annual Parade of Homage in
the City of London. Numbers were quote good even though a
number of out ‘regulars’ were away in Normandy.

The WW1 memorial located within the building is most
impressive. Following the visit/tour we made our way to The
Civil Service Club for an enjoyable (and somewhat long lunch).

The Parade of Homage is run by the HAC on behalf of the
Federation of Old Comrades Association and during the course
of the post-march inspection Col. Burford HAC made a point
of thanking The ICCY for their consistent support of the event.
We tend to be the second biggest army contingent after The
Royal Fusiliers/Royal Regiment of Fusiliers – which means we are
punching well above our weight.

At the time of writing the following are in the pipeline: -

we made our way to Davies Street to join The RY for lunch and
several hours in the bar

June – Armed Forces Day Lunch

October: –
Visit to Care for Casualties Fund Raiser at
Goodwood Races.
The annual Patrol ‘88 Lunch – a gathering of former members
of 348 (ICCY) Sqn Home Service Force plus friends and
supporters.

November:ICCY/AAJLR Lunch a followup to St Fagg’s Day – a final
chance in the year for former
16-year-old soldiers to become
“old men behaving badly!” for a
few hours.
Final note – at all Black Brogue
lunches we raise money for The
Royal Star & Garter Homes (a
refuge and hospice for former
service personnel – to date we
have raised just over £300).

John Sabini
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ARMY RESERVE
ADVENTURES IN
AFGHANISTAN

the gym so much, although the mile trek there and back
in full uniform in 40 degree heat almost accounted for the
workout without even entering the non-air conditioned
gym!

A

fter a long three months at Bulford, preparing for
deployment with 299 Sigs, 3 Div, where we were run
ragged up and down the hills around Bulford, the hardest
eight-mile CFT and AFT of my life, we were finally ready to take
up our postings in Camp Bastion, Afghanistan.
There were four of us from 71 Sigs that were to join 299 Sigs
in Afghanistan April - November 2013 – myself and Sig Ashton
(both from 68 Sig Regt) and Sgt Castro and WO2 Keeble. On
Tuesday 30th April with my bags packed and my stomach tight we
made our way to Camp Bastion, via Cyprus. I remember vividly
the descent into Camp Bastion, being told to get all our PPE on
and then having all lights go out and the shutters pulled down
on the plane (which I was unaware was going to happen), and
thinking “Oh my God, what on earth am I doing, I’ve spent my
entire adult life sitting behind a desk in a cosy office in London
and I’m now flying covertly into a war zone!”. I must admit I did
freak a little but was taken under the wing of a few of the girls
that had been here before and I was feeling more at ease in no
time. Although the fact the trusty RAF plane had identified an unrectifiable fault in Cyprus, meaning we had to stay there a night
and await a replacement, which in turn meant the planned 24
hours of acclimatisation was trimmed to about three hours! Day
One of RSOI, aka ‘Death by PowerPoint’, was therefore a bit of a
struggle to keep my eyes open!
After five days of RSOI and profuse sweating and water intake
we were ready to be allocated to our roles. All I knew was that
Sig Ashton and I had been allocated roles in LPOC/RPOC with
two other regs and I was unaware what this actually was going
to involve. I found out quickly and had to learn even quicker. The
role was manic. Basically we were manning the service desk 24/7
for all IT faults in Camp Bastion.
I had no previous knowledge of any of the systems and no indepth knowledge of networks or the hardware but, being a quick
learner, I soon got to grips with it all and appreciated the way the
days flew by, although the night shifts dragged somewhat. On the
plus to that you could get some decent tanning sessions in! I got
myself into a good routine and found I’d never relished going to
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Life wasn’t all just service desk work, sleep, phys, food and
an episode or two of Game of Thrones each day – we
did manage to have a little bit of fun! The full moon 5km
midnight Pedro runs were cool. The first one was very
surreal actually, dressed up depending on the theme, on an
air strip with lights, music and a DJ – I could almost have
been in Ibiza! We saw Gary Barlow perform a few tracks
with some of the more musically gifted soldiers out there,
twice (that’s how dull things can get out there!). Then we
also saw Jason Manford perform stand-up and I ended up
playing cards with him while waiting for another delayed RAF
flight back to the UK for his return and my much needed R&R.
On a work related note I managed to get a tasking in Lashkar
Gar which meant a ride in the back of a Chinook helicopter. It
was very cool, especially the gunner looking awesome at the
back and watching our oppo firing off flares as we headed into
land. I also managed to take part in the Dancon March, a 25km
weighted march, which I completed in around 3hrs 24 mins.
Then, for the last five weeks, I got an attachment to Weapons
Intelligence Specialists (WIS) where I helped them make the
most of their forensic data, allowing me to offer some of my
knowledge gained through my MSc in Forensic Science.
And then, that was it, time to leave and return to family and
friends! It was an awesome experience, with many highs and a
few lows, all of which I will never forget….

Joanna Giles, above left, and
The End of the Dancon
March, below

Joanna Giles

Close Encounters

I

n January I was working in Afghanistan (for a logistics
company delivering food and fuel to the ISAF troops)
when I was fortunate enough to be given a tour of
a private museum. The museum was built by an ex
Mujahedeen Commander to tell the story of the Russian
invasion of Herat in 1979 where an estimated 25,000 people
were killed in one day. A number hard for us to comprehend.
Amongst the many weird and wonderful exhibits on show,
I came face to face with the AGS-17 weapon system that
nearly did for me in March 2010 whilst deployed on Op
Herrick 11.

Left: Capt Allen
after his first
meeting with
AGS-17

Capt JJ Allen

Right: Capt
Allen at his
second and
(to be frank)
more pleasant
meeting with
AGS-17

Devils Own
Sergeants’ Club

I

am delighted to say that 2014 has been very much like 2013
– not much bad news or major upsets and some memorable
enjoyable social and commemorative events. Membership
holding up well and the Club remains in a good strong solvent
state.

The highlight again has been the Annual Club Lunch held in the
spring at the Civil Service Club. Jim Stewart surpassed himself
with the arrangements and the dining room was full to capacity
with everyone enjoying themselves enormously.
The only hiccup was perpetrated by me in including an extra
left turn in directions from Charing Cross Underground and
accidentally reinstating an old regimental tradition of going round
in circles!
The major events of the year have been, of course,
Remembrance Sunday with the 70th Anniversary of D-Day
in Normandy, 100th Anniversary of World War One at
Berkhamsted and The Roughriders Annual Memorial Service at
St. Bartholomew’s Smithfield at all of which The DOSC was well
represented.
Mrs. Beryl Hagon, wife of the late Sergeant Reg Hagon very
kindly gave us a bequest and we have used this to acquire a
statuette of a Royal Signals Officer in full dress (c.1930) mounted

on a plinth with a suitably inscribed plaque in Reg’s memory. This
will now join our other tableware at every formal function.
The e-mail account doscuk@yahoo.co.uk is fully operational
and is not only proving very useful in distributing the newsletter
(and saving us a considerable sum in postage) but also in keeping
in touch with people generally. We keep in touch, by e-mail and
post with over 95 people connected to the organisation. As well
as Members we have “Friends”, being those who although not
eligible as members have the interests of The Regiment/Squadron
at heart. Our newsletter is issued 10 times a year.
Membership is open to all past members of The Sgts Mess of
The Inns of Court, The Roughriders, IC&CY and past/present
members of 68 Squadron, whatever rank they ended as, up or
down. We meet, by kind permission of The Sqn OC, at Lincoln’s
Inn every third Tuesday of the month (August and September
excepted) at 20.00hrs.
Unbelievably 2016 will see the 50th Anniversary of our founding.
Where has the time gone? It is possible we might, as a break
from our usual abstemious demeanour, organise a little party.

Denis Durkin
Vanguard 2014
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PAINTINGS AT 10 STONE BUILDINGS NUMBER 1:

TROOPER DOWNS’
NAKED HORSEMEN

W

ith the recent unveiling of Hugh Beattie’s splendid
painting of C Squadron, Inns of Court Regiment’s
landing on Juno Beach on D Day taking the limelight,
it is apposite to look at other works of art hanging in Stone
Buildings and to recall their histories. This, hopefully will be the
first in a series of such articles.
As the “vanguard” of the series, probably the painting which
attracts the most comment is the one which has been
colloquially known as The Naked Horsemen which currently
hangs on the north wall of the dining room at 10 Stone Buildings.
The artist is Edgar Downs who was born in Claughton on the
Wirral Peninsula in 1876. Claughton has a particular connection
with the Great War in that Cecil Arthur Lewis, the World War
I fighter ace and co-founder of the BBC, was born in Claughton
in 1898 and Wilfrid Owen, the renowned Great War poet was
educated there. After leaving Birkenhead School, Downs studied
art in Munich Academy of Arts where he won a silver medal
and went on to exhibit with many leading UK institutions. He
most regularly exhibited at the Royal Institute of Oil Painters of
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which he was elected a member in 1920. He also exhibited at
the Royal Academy, Dudley Art Gallery, The Walker Art Gallery
(Liverpool) and the Royal Cambrian Academy. He was a member
of London Sketch Club and that great Bohemian refuge, the
Chelsea Arts Club. The artist lived at various addresses including
Bedford Gardens, Campden Hill, London between 1907 and
1913 moving nearby to Ravenscourt Square, thence in 1924 to
Climping, Littlehampton in Sussex and ultimately to Mudeford,
Christchurch, Hampshire.
He gained a reputation as a painter of rural scenes, his most
popular subject being of horses working. Two of his paintings
were donated to Fordingbridge Town Council by a Mr Charles
Leek, a lifelong friend of the artist and are on view in the Town
Hall. Mr Leek had been given the paintings my Mr Downs’
housekeeper who had inherited them on his death.
Turning to the painting itself, this, it is rumoured, depicts troopers
from the City of London Yeomanry cooling their horses’ hooves
in the Dead Sea which fact started a chain of enquiry leading to

Far left: Our own Naked Horsemen
Left: Gathering Kelp, by Edgar Downs (1914) , (by
permission of Fordingbridge Town Council)

of his estate and until the paintings were discovered that
had no idea that their former customer was an artist. At
that time there was an arts-based programme on BBC
television* where paintings by Downs were featured
including the subject painting. This was recognised by
a Rough Rider who had fought in the Great War, the
Regiment was alerted and the painting was duly purchased
from the executors by the Regiment.
the discovery that Edgar Downs was himself a trooper in the
Rough Riders with whom he enlisted on 4 August 1914 and, with
the rest of the Regiment, embarked for Alexandria the following
April en route to Gallipoli where they arrived in August. His
survival of that disastrous campaign is due, in no small measure,
to the artist’s ill health, he being transferred to the 14th Casualty
Clearing Station on 24 September 1915 suffering from septic
hands only re-joining the Regiment in November, to be shipped
to Alexandria later that month. He was subsequently hospitalised
once more suffering from scabies, returning to the Regiment
once more before being again declared unfit for duties, this
time with multiple boils, poor man. The Rough Riders were
deployed to Palestine in 1917 although they took no active part
in either the 3rd Battle of Gaza or the capture of Jerusalem
from Ottoman control. It is likely that this was at this time that
he painted the picture that hangs in our mess. It is unlikely that
the painting originated from his time at Gallipoli as the City
of London Yeomanry was, in common with all of the 4th and
5th Brigades, sent there as dismounted yeomanry, leaving their
horses in care of their grooms at Alexandria.
Although war art schemes were developed by the British
government during the First World War (which was an
unprecedented act of government sponsorship of the arts) there
is no evidence that Downs was involved in that scheme which
ultimately explored every aspect of conflict, from the violence of
industrial warfare to accelerated social and industrial change at
home.
The first scheme was initiated in July 1916 by Wellington House,
a government propaganda department. The intention was to
provide eyewitness images to illustrate propaganda publications.
In 1917 Wellington House merged with the newly established
Department of Information. Amongst the artists commissioned
at this stage were William Orpen, Paul Nash and C R W
Nevinson. It is possible that Edgar Downs was one of the artists
sponsored under this scheme.
How the painting came into the possession of the Regiment
is almost equally shrouded in mystery as most of those who
were acquainted with the facts are, sadly, no longer with us. The
most credible version, provided by Denis Durkin, is that on the
death of Edgar Downs in 1963 he had a number of his paintings
remaining in his ownership, one of which, a rolled up canvas, was
our ‘Naked Horsemen’. He had appointed his Bank as executors

Forty-five years ago, there was another story, which is
undoubtedly an urban myth albeit an amusing one, that Downs
bequeathed the work to his daughter. She, allegedly, being a
spinster, living in a bungalow near Southend felt that living at
close proximity with naked men in her lounge might affect her
social standing. Knowing the subject matter, so the myth goes,
Miss Downs graciously presented the painting to the Regiment.
Now we turn to fact that, shamefully, after acquisition of
the painting, it was considered inappropriate to hang the
masterwork in public view. It was consigned to Whipps Cross**
to be stored. Major John Grove recalls that were a number
of unhung paintings which were unceremoniously stored in a
disused bath there. When TAVR III was disbanded on 31 March
1969, and we temporarily lost the use of Whipps Cross the
painting was removed to the cellars at Lincoln’s Inn, where it was
discovered in about 1969 by Major Graham Hamilton, the first
OC of the current Squadron, who elevated it to public view and
the dining room where it has remained ever since. The greatest
endorsement for this action came from our late and sadly
missed Royal Honorary Colonel who used affectionately to refer
to the painting as “my soldiers.”

* Denis Durkin believes this to have been
Kaleidoscope as this was only broadcast from
1946 t0 1953 the attribution is unlikely. The
minutes of a meeting of the Fordingbridge
Town Council held on 22 July 1963 confirm
that Downs’ works had featured on television.
** Garaging and training facilities were moved
to Flodden Road, Camberwell.

Andrew Collins
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The Devil’s Own Regatta 2014

BETWEEN THE DEVIL
AND THE DEEP BLUE
SEA

A

t Seaview on Friday 2 May 2014, clear skies and a gently rising breeze awaited the intrepid sailors as they received their safety
brief. The forecast was for some breezy sailing during the afternoon, and the teams prepared to go out on the water.

While there had been some concern early on that we would have a fairly lacklustre turnout for 2014, a flurry of activity in the
run-up to the race day meant that 12 teams took to the water (out of a maximum 13) making for a good fleet.
Leading the day with a consistently strong performance was Admiral Andrew Collins’ team the Cumberland Cavalry, who again
swept to victory, with Jonathan Manley’s Army Ski Team coming in second place while the Royal Yeomanry took third with a good
performance from Simon McMenemy’s The Half Cut Cutter.
The day was finished off with the usual dinner and prize-giving at the Sea View Yacht Club’s restaurant where we were treated to some
delicious food and wine.
This was was the last year in which the Regatta was a purely IC&CY event and, from 2015, it will be a joint race day run by a
combination ofnthe IC&CY and the Royal Yeomanry. We look forward with excitement to our new joint future with our RY friends.
Please contact the Flag Officers if you wish to put a boat into the 2015 race, which will be held on Friday 1 May 2015 at Seaview.
Results
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Cumberland Cavalry		
Maj Andrew Collins IC&CY
Army Ski Team			
Lt Col Jonathan Manley IC&CY
The Half Cut Cutter		
Maj Simon McMenemy RY
Esto Perpetua			
Maj James Evans IC&CY
W.C.				Maj Charlie Field RY
Cave Canem			
Capt Mark Antelme RHG/D
Bockatoo			George Hawkins
ROCO				Capt Stuart Kennon RIFLES
Annarchy			
Captain Belinda Selley HAC
Odds & Sods			
Maj Keith Wrate KCLY
The Admiral’s Barge		
Maj Tony Benbow IC&CY
71 Regiment			
KCLY composite team
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Major James Evans

THE BAND OF THE ROYAL YEOMANRY(ICCY)

WHAT A YEAR!

H

aving been a member of The Band of The Royal Yeomanry
(Inns of Court & City Yeomanry) for 25 years, I can safely
say that the past year has been the most significant and
momentous the Band has ever had.
In 2014, the Band was awarded ‘promotion’ to State Band
status. Only two of the nineteen Army Reserve bands hold
this prestigious position; the other being the HAC. As a result,
we have performed a number of high profile engagements
that would normally only be fulfilled by full-time Regular Army
bands. These have included changing of the guard ceremonies
at Buckingham Palace, services at the Guards’ Chapel and
participation with the Massed Bands of the Household Division
in the Musical Extravaganza on Horse Guards.
The highlight of the past twelve months was a trip to Normandy
for the 70th Anniversary of D-Day. It really was a great
honour for the Band to play at such an important role in the
commemorations. Although we were in Normandy for seven
days, playing at various parades, the highlight was, without doubt,
the anniversary of D-Day on the 6th June. During the day we
played for three high-profile events – all televised to a global
audience.

With reveille at 05.00hrs, the Band was soon getting ready and
ensuring that every part of our ‘well-worn’ uniforms were cleaned
and buffed to perfection. This was for The Royal British Legion
Service of Commemoration and Remembrance held in Bayeux
cathedral – with a congregation of many Heads of State and
members of royal families, including Their Royal Highnesses The
Prince of Wales and The Duchess of Cornwall. We had to be in
the cathedral and set-up well before the dignitaries arrived – the
previous evening was spent rehearsing with the Choir of St John’s
College, Cambridge, and fine tuning microphone placements and
camera angles with the BBC’s technicians. The service went well
and the Band enjoyed the marvellous acoustics of the cathedral.
What a start to the day!
Next it was a quick change from concert band to marching band
formation and on with our famous chapka helmets. The Director of
Music (Major Roy Falshaw) leading the Band – resplendent with his
flowing swan-feathered plume!
The second and most significant part of the day took place at the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission’s Bayeux Cemetery.
This is the largest Commonwealth war cemetery of the Second
World War and the final resting place for more than 4,100
Commonwealth servicemen. The event was organised by the
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Royal British Legion and the Normandy Veterans Association.
Her Majesty The Queen and the French Prime Minister were
principal guests of honour. Live on the BBC, the Band marched
into position – led by one of the finest trombone sections in the
British Army. I don’t think any of us will forget the thundering
sound of the RAF’s Battle of Britain Memorial Flight and our
first view of The Queen as she made her way through the huge
congregation of veterans in glorious sunshine. It was a very
proud, yet humbling, experience for us all.

renditions of ‘We’ll Meet Again’ and ‘Rule Britannia!’ What a day
– what a year!

Sgt Richard Llewellyn

Major Roy Falshaw, Director of
Music, writes:

Our last parade took place in the early evening on Arromanches
beach. The town was full of veterans and families sharing a real
sense of happiness and friendship. The Service of Remembrance
was attended by Their Royal Highnesses The Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge as the honoured guests. Again, all was televised live,
and another fine performance by the Band culminating in stirring
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“Sergeant Richard Llewellyn is too modest
a man to mention his own outstanding
contributions playing, not one, but three
Last Posts and Reveilles on the big day. All
were note-perfect to a worldwide audience
of millions. Nerves of steel – he deserves a
hearty pat on the back for a job well-done!”

WHO DO YOU THINK
YOU ARE?

A

piece in The Daily Telegraph about a lady whose parents
never married and who had discovered, at the age of
79, that she had half-siblings much younger than her
reminded me of something.
About 15 years ago The Museum received an intriguing letter
from Australia. The lady wanted to know if we could help
trace her grandfather. She told us that her father was not very
forthcoming about his background and all she knew was that
her grandmother had arrived in Australia just after World War
One with a
small boy but
no husband.
Further
enquiries
produced the
information
that her
grandmother’s
husband who
was serving
in France had
been given
compassionate
leave following
the birth of
the child. As
he had been
abroad without
home leave
for over a year
and still had all
fingers intact
he worked out that the lad could not be his. He gave his wife an
ultimatum – either the child goes or she did. She went.
The only other information she had was that her grandfather
was connected with The Inns of Court, Welsh and alleged to be
the son of a clergyman. She also knew that her grandmother
came from Berkhamsted.
We wrote back advising that there had been over 14,000
cadets through the books, a whole battalion of Evanses, Joneses,
Thomases, Wiliamses etc, and suggesting that she wrote to the
Public Records Office in The UK asking for a copy of her father’s
birth certificate.
Sometime later we received a further note from her saying that a
letter had arrived from UK. Excitedly she had tried to calm down
by making a cup of tea (what else?) and sat down to open it. In
her words; “naughty old grandma, would you believe it, she put
down her husband’s name as the father!”

The trail appeared to have gone cold.
However, many months later we received another letter, this
time from a lady in Berkhamsted asking what seemed to be a
similar question. I decided to phone and discovered that the
enquiry to us had been prompted by a letter she had received
from a distant relative in Australia – the same correspondent
it turned out. Evidently both their grandmothers had been in
service in houses in Berkhamsted where officers on the staff had
been billeted.
A light bulb moment!
We were not looking
for a cadet at all.
A quick look at a
photograph of the
training staff showed
that far from being

too old for front
line duty they were
a very strapping
bunch indeed, not
that age was a bar
to shenanigans (but
that’s another story).
This narrowed
down the candidates
considerably but
sadly, unlike the list of
cadets no post war
addresses were recorded for the staff that might have given us a
clue. Our lady in Berkhamsted did have a photograph taken on
the lawn of the house where the grandmothers had worked that
included the officers but alas as often happens no names/dates
on the back as at the time people knew who was who.
However, by using known dates – when they were posted to/
from The Corps and approximate conception of the lad the
“possibles” were reduced down from 67 (including the padres)
to about two dozen. As the names were in the public domain I
let them have a photocopy of the list in The History and hoped I
would hear from them regarding the possible culprit.
Sadly, they were not able to complete the jigsaw but being in
Berkhamsted the other month did bring this back to mind and
the article prompted me to write it down.

Denis Durkin
Vanguard 2014
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BERKHAMSTED 2014

n Sunday 2nd August 1914 the Inns of Court Officers
Training Corps (230 strong) left London at 07.55am for
annual camp on Salisbury Plain. That night they received
a message from the Brigade Major ordering them to be back at
the station ready to return to London at 00.30am on Monday.

Having heard that they were to be sent to Epping and not liking
the idea, Colonel Errington, in true British style got in touch
with his friend Lord Salisbury. That worthy replied that whilst
The Corps would be most welcome they might find it a little
crowded at Hatfield Place and suggested that Lord Brownlow at
Ashridge Park in Hertfordshire be contacted.
This other worthy replied he would be
delighted to assist and recommended a field
near Berkhamsted Station that had previously
been used by the yeomanry.
Finally, on 28th September The Corps marched
to Euston, got the train to Berkhamsted and
moved into the field where they envisaged only
having to stay a short time whilst The Hun was
sorted out – “It will be all over by Christmas”.
It was, but not until four Christmases had
passed and millions of people had been killed
or injured.

2014

As it was they did not entrain until 03.15am, arrived in London
at 05.30am, and marched to Lincoln’s Inn where tired, mucky and
hungry they dispersed hunting for breakfast, First Avenue Hotel
in Holborn being the favourite first port of call. One wonders if
the air was somewhat blue!
There followed a period of waiting with the Territorial Force
being embodied on 4th (in the two days 4th and 5th 213 recruits
presented themselves!) and training being carried out in the
grounds and Halls of Lincoln’s Inn and The Temple.

And so it was, on Sunday 26th July 2014 almost
exactly one hundred years later, another party,
albeit much smaller, set off from Lincoln’s Inn
for Berkhamsted, this time by minibus, to take part in a parade
to commemorate the start of what became known as The Great
War – “the war to end all wars”.
The Regimental Memorial is on Berkhamsted Common close
to the HQ of The Berkhamsted Golf Club who had looked
after the memorial on our behalf and had very kindly agreed to
host the event.The Band, looking their immaculate selves still
in their Roughrider uniform under the direction of Major Roy
Falshaw arrived as did many Old Comrades and other Squadron
members. Having consumed splendid tea coffee and biscuits we
dragged ourselves out of
the comfortable armchairs
in the clubhouse and
formed up outside in what
had become a nice warm
day.
Having sorted itself out,
the guidon marched on
(the escort party well
turned out indeed), The
Parade, headed by the
Band, followed by The
Squadron, this being led
by Major Sarah Trevelion
in what I think may have
been her first public airing
and The Association with
its standard, led by Major
Andrew Collins bringing
up the rear, set off for the
memorial.
Arriving without loss
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older members were
concerned, and suitably
relieved and refreshed we
settled down to enjoy the
wonderful hospitality of
Berkhamsted Golf Club.

we arranged ourselves around the memorial for The Service of
Commemoration with the Officiant being Major the Reverend
Nick Leviseur. The service included what I call old fashioned
well- loved and known hymns appropriate to the occasion, with
readings given by Mr. Peter Matthews, Mayor of Berkhamsted
and Captain John Donaldson. Major Leviseur gave another of
his thought provoking sermons and Major Collins led the act of
Remembrance. Wreathes were laid by Mr Derek Kent, President
of Berkhamsted Golf Club, Major Trevelion and Major Barrie
Corfield. The service ended with final words one does not
often hear on such occasions – Major the Reverend Nicholas
Leviseur intoning a la parade ground “Carry on Sergeant Major!”
Apparently the OC, in command of the Parade, was only
marginally slighted.

This started with a very
jolly little concert being
given by the band on the
grass outside the rear of
the clubhouse. This had a
patio with excellent views
across the countryside. As
one stood or sat there,
pint in hand listening to
the music it was tempting
to recall one of those
times on a night exercise
when it was bucketing
down and you might have
thought “what the **** am I doing here?”. Well, here was your
answer – if you hadn’t have done that you wouldn’t be enjoying
this!
Returning inside we then started to tackle an enormous buffet
lunch and were treated to a concert given by The Berkhamsted
Golf Club Choir. This began with the opening number performed
at “The Devil’s Own Grand Review” Christmas 1915 sung to the
tune of Mandalay.
This was followed by “Tunes from the Trenches”. Some of us
were not sure how they were going to tackle the lyrics we knew
and much to our surprise we discovered that there were words
to some tunes we did not know even existed.

Salute and Concert

Research

The Parade then reformed and marched back to the clubhouse
with the salute being taken by Mr Matthews and Mr Kent. On
being dismissed there was an orderly stampede for the bar and
the toilets, not necessarily in that order as far as some of our

Obviously a lot of research had gone into the display of
photographs and other documents they had put together with
The Berkhamsted Historical Society of our time there and it was
a very accurate and interesting exhibition.

On being
dismissed there
was an orderly
stampede for
the bar and
the toilets, not
necessarily in
that order ...

A lot of time had been spent on the arrangements for the day
and our heartfelt thanks go out to Berkhamsted Golf Club and
all those people who ensured the day went smoothly. I would
like to mention the efforts of Captain Donaldson who singlehandedly undertook the onerous task of trekking all the way
out to Hertfordshire (“time spent in reconnaissance is seldom
wasted”) as often as needed to ensure all went without any
hitches. Is it only co-incidental that JD is a low handicap golfer
who might also have just happened to have the odd club or two
in the boot?
After more conviviality it was time to go and we all went our
various ways. Unlike The Teddy Bears Picnic there were no
mummies and daddies to take us home to bed because “they’re
tired little teddy bears” but by the time I got back chez moi
there was one very tired little bear indeed.
A day to remember!

Denis Durkin
Vanguard 2014
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INNS OF COURT OFFICER TRAINING CORPS

THE START OF THE
GREAT WAR

W

hile it is common knowledge amongst readers that
the Inns of Court Officer Training Corps was moved
from
10 Stone Buildings
to Berkhamsted for
the duration of the
War, it may be of
interest, 100 years
on, to know how
this came to pass
and to get a flavour
of what life was
like there from the
extracts below from
‘The Inns of Court
Officer Training
Corps in The Great
War’. The history
is quite appropriate
in view of our
commemoration
at Berkhamsted in
August.

When war was
declared on the
4th August 1914,
the OTC had just
returned from
Annual Camp. The
OTC, commanded by
Lieutenant Colonel
F H L Errington CB
VD, was at that time
divided into a cavalry
squadron and three
infantry companies.
On the same day
the Territorial Force
was embodied by
Parliament but
Colonel Errington
was concerned
that no orders
were received to
clarify the role of the OTC for the war. Nevertheless, in this
vacuum, a regime of full time training was put into action in
the spaces offered by the gardens of Lincoln’s Inn and Temple
Gardens including musketry practice which must have been quite
alarming for the neighbours. The Inns of Court were generous in
providing use of their several halls for training purposes during
wet weather and Lincoln’s Inn, in particular, provided a number
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of vacant chambers for use as additional offices for the Corps.
However these limited facilities were never going to be enough
and from the 11th
August, on certain
days of the week,
the Corps would
train on Richmond
or Wimbledon
Commons. The
situation was not
ideal as Colonel
Errington pointedly
advised the War
Office which, by
the end of the
month, sanctioned
the move of the
Corps to a better
training area with a
suggestion that that
might be Epping.
This was not to the
liking of Errington
who immediately
wrote to Lord
Salisbury asking if
they could move
to Hatfield Park in
Hertfordshire. On
receiving the reply
that the corps was
welcome but might
find it a bit crowded
owing to the other
regiments already
in occupation,
he immediately
wrote to his friend
Lord Brownlow
of Ashridge Park,
Berkhamsted,

Lt Col FHL Errington CB VD
Commanding Inns of Court OTC
received a much more favourable reply and on the 14th
September permission was received from the War Office for
the Corps to move there for six weeks only. On the 28th of the
month the move was made and despite the limitation placed on
the relocation, they stayed there for over two years.
The following extracts from the history, written from the

Inspection of Troops by Field Marshall Sir Evelyn Wood VC GCB GCMG The Honorary Colonel
perspective of the cavalry squadron give some idea of the
sentiments and experiences of those involved:-

Before the move
‘None of those who played a part in the early war days in
London, whatever may have been their subsequent experiences
in France, Egypt, Palestine, or elsewhere, will easily forget the
indescribable hurry and bustle of the life at the “Devil’s Own”
Headquarters. Old friends were leaving every day to take up
commissions, recruits were pouring in, and many “back numbers”
appeared again, eager to play their part in the Great Adventure.
Each morning the Corps paraded on the grass (real grass in
those early days), north of Lincoln’s Inn Hall, under the eagle
eye of RSM Burns, whose daily passages of arms over the
unfailing regularity of the whole Corps to play the role of “right

maaarrrkers” will go down to history.’

Berkhamsted
‘The day came round and the Corps duly “proceeded” in
an atmosphere of suppressed excitement, to the friendly
Hertfordshire town, which was to be our home for so long.
On detraining, the Infantry made their way into camp in the
field adjoining the station, and the Squadron, with sturdy
independence, headed in the reverse direction and were soon
halted in Water Lane, outside a massive pair of gates which
screened the entrance yard of the Old Brewery – of blessed
and glorious memory. We finally sorted ourselves and inspected
our new quarters. They seemed bare enough at first – it was a
derelict rabbit-warren of a place – and there was no hint of the
comfort and secure isolation of later days, with the home-like
“Cosy Corner”, “Crow’s Nest” and “Parade View”. The quarters

Inns of Court Reserve Force marching past Field Marshall Sir John French.Volunteer Review, Hyde Park
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The Camp, Berkhamsted, 1916
for other ranks consisted of two long lofts (soon christened
“A” and “B” Dormitories) over what were to be stables. The
officers were, after a few nights, billeted in the town, and the
sergeants were in what was afterwards known as the Old Guard
Room. They migrated later to what subsequently became the
Armoury, a dark cell-like chamber, entered from the Covered
Yard (what memories these old names bring back!) from which
was also approached the Squadron Office, erstwhile a kitchen.
In the Covered Yard stood the wooden hut which became
the Pharmacy. Poor old Jim Kerr fathered the sergeants and

saw they were properly turned out. His death in Aylesbury
Hospital in 1918 was a real loss to the Squadron. We left him to
Berkhamsted when we departed in 1916, and it is said that the
change from Squadron to Infantry proved too much for him, and
finally broke his honest old heart.
‘The almost complete lack of horses rather denuded the
Squadron gingerbread of its accustomed gilt, but we lived largely
on hope in those days and we were not entirely horseless, for
had we not Rowena with us? For a fortnight, having no stables,

Detail of Berkhamsted OTC Camp showing Sentry Tent
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The Squadron Led by Capt Field on ‘Thomas’ Berkhamsted 1916
we were afflicted with a cruel form of sport, viz: “physical jerks”,
with the Battalion in the cold grey dawn. How we ground and
gnashed our teeth and stifled our cavalier oaths as we padded
round dewy fields or bent our weary frames into unaccustomed
angles. In vain, Sister Anne-like, we looked for our horses, who
would redeem us from this malutinal torture. And then, at last,
the great day came – October I4lh, 1914 – when we filed to the
station, armed with the necessary gear, to await the longed-for
“hairies”. Finally the trucks sailed slowly in and discipline gave
way in heartfelt cheers. Little did those old “plugs”, as they were
pulled and pushed and heaved from their trucks, realise that
some of them were beginning an acquaintance with the Squadron
that was to last till the beginning of 1919. With the arrival of
the horses, who were followed quickly by others, we began to
live; before, we had merely existed. Our empty spaces in the
Brewery were transformed into stables, and before long were
filled to overflowing, so that D Troop spread out across Water
Lane into another building, and C Troop had a fresh enclosure
made for some of their horses out by the forage store. The
men, too, overflowed into the town, and were billeted out at the
International Stores and the Progress Hall, over the Co-operative
Society.

********
‘The first winter we were dogged by ill-luck in the matter of
horse-sickness, nearly every horse falling a victim to pink-eye
(brought in by remounts) and ringworm, with an occasional case
of strangles or pneumonia thrown in. Training was practically
at a standstill, and the Squadron was divided up into parties for
temperature-taking, slow exercise, special feeding, and so on. By
degrees we began to get up to date – swords, universal saddlery,
issue boots, and so on – the whole panoply of war. As regards

messing, during the first winter we waded and slithered to our
marquee in camp through a sea of mud and slush, and later we
shared a shed in Key’s Timber Yard with some of the Infantry,
and basked in the sunshine of Mr and Mrs Daborn’s smiles –
always two of the Squadron’s staunchest friends. Wood Hill left
us in September, 1915, and Field took over the command, which
he kept till the end, steering us with his proverbial tact and
bonhomie through the deeps and shallows of our varied career.
Many generations now of Squadron men know what they owe to
Field in the matter of their early military careers. ’Arry ’Awke is
just the old Squadron tradition incarnate.
‘As training progressed and we had a long day in the field every
week, we began to find out the great charm of the country
around Berkhamsted, and were fortunate to get fairly regular
hunting with the Old Berkeley and the Hertfordshire packs. A
corporal’s stripe was the open sesame to the hunting field – a
great incentive. Our drill grounds were limited in number and in
size. We tried Ashridge Park, the Common, Haresfoot Park, and
(perhaps best of all) a large field adjoining the Chesham Road
between Haresfoot and Kingshill. But for field-work the country
was admirable, and all who were in the Squadron in those days
look back with pleasure to the Thursday schemes – Whiteland
(t), Brownland and so on – and such points on the map as the R
of R. GADE, the Pip of POTTEN END, and K of KINGSHILL, and
the first M of MARCHMONT HOUSE became burnt into our
brain. We blew up every available railway bridge within miles, we
burned forage stores at Whipsnade and Markyate, we waylaid
valuable convoys on the Watford - Tring Road with resulting
horrible massacre… Our patrols knew every nook and cranny
within a large radius, and we charged with reckless bravery
against thickly-manned imaginary trenches on the downland of
the Ivinghoe hills. Other days, too, we had in company with the
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Fragment of The Sphere magazine July 31st 1915
Infantry, and Public School Field Days on a large scale, when the
countryside was thickly covered with tireless, racing schoolboys,
who stoutly refused to be taken prisoners.
‘Few feelings are so satisfactory as those of the healthily tired
cavalryman after a long day in the field. His saddlery is cleaned,
his horse is bedded down, watered, fed and made comfortable
for the night, and he goes off for his evening meal (to which
he does full justice); he has his last pipe, and rolls himself with
contented grunts in his blankets, to fall asleep at once, feeling
that after all this is the life of lives, and with a heartfelt pity for
those who have to spend their days apart from a horse, and
the things that appertain thereto. Though the cavalryman’s life
consists chiefly of toil, the time comes (except for those whose
fate is to be on night stable guard) when he can lay aside wisp
and feed-tin and turn to other forms of pleasure. The Squadron
sing-songs at the “Crown” became a feature of the life, and
elsewhere in the town who shall say how many hearts were
set a-flutter by clink of spur and jaunty set of cap. There was a
trumpeter but no; we will leave romance discreetly veiled.
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‘As the war went on it began to appear
that in all probability there would not be a
heavy demand for Cavalry and Yeomanry
officer reinforcements, and large numbers
of men from the Squadron, who could rub
up enough trigonometry to satisfy O.C.
Squadron (and, later, “brass hats” from the
W.O.), elected the Gunners as a suitable
field for the display of their horsemanship.
At the beginning of 1916, the Cadet
Schools were formed all over the country,
and these embryo gunners went off to
Exeter and St John’s Wood. For some time
it was supposed that we should become
a Cavalry Cadet Squadron, but eventually
Netheravon and Kildare were selected as
the only two, and to these in later times all
our men were despatched, and we formed
one of their sources of supply. After the
Cavalry slump came a time when Cavalry
officers were suddenly needed, and we
could not turn them out fast enough. After
that again another slump, when the fate
of the Squadron hung in the balance, the
upshot being that the “wash out” was never
sounded, but in the autumn of 1916 the
establishment was reduced to three officers,
fifty men in training for commissions, and
a staff, and it was decreed that we should
be attached for training purposes to one
of the Reserve Cavalry Regiments. As our
time at Berkhamsted began to draw to a
close, and our establishment was in process
of reduction, we were not sent any more
recruits from the depot at Stone Buildings,
so we had to fill up gaps with would-be
gunners from the Infantry, some of whom
were overheard to remark that they
could do with a bit of a holiday in the Old
Brewery. At length the time came for us to leave, and accordingly,
on December 6th, 1916, led by the Corps band, we marched
away from the Old Brewery, which had been our home for more
than two years, and entrained for Maresfield Park, in Sussex. The
horses had been sent on by rail with Sergeant Aldridge and a
small party. The whole Battalion was at the Station, and many of
our good friends the inhabitants of Berkhamsted, not a few of
whom (among the young and fair) were observed to dash a telltale tear from downcast eye. The Band played selections (“Nancy
Dawson” and others) on the platform to keep up our spirits,
finishing up with “Auld Lang Syne” as the train steamed away. We
felt that we were leaving much behind us in Berkhamsted that
we had come to look upon as almost inseparable from our Army
life, but the thought that we were going to be attached to the
Cavalry gave us a new interest to look forward to. We tramped
with brave heart from Euston to London Bridge, and eventually
arrived at Uckfield Station, whence we tramped the two miles or
so in pitchy darkness to our destination, Maresfield Park.’
There is much in the above that may ring a bell with those
serving today let alone with the more senior of us.

Andrew Collins
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SOME VOLUNTEER VERSE From Major Michael O’Beirne TD, Hon Curator

ne of the finds recently on eBay this year was a slim
book published in 1905 and entitled Some Volunteer
Verse. This is a collection of poetry penned by Inns of
Court soldiers in Victorian times and collected by Rigby Watson,
himself a barrister who had served in the Inns of Court Rifle
Volunteers and then in the Boer War as a sergeant in the ICRV’s
contribution to the City Imperial Volunteers.
One hundred and three pages contain words on military themes
from The Ballad of Nancy Dawson to the hard times during
the Boer War such as Oh! Wasn’t it different then, the latter
suggesting in four long verses that soldiering had hardly changed
(and so say all of us to this day). Not only do the verses appear
but also scholarly notes on the historical background of some
of the verses. The full verses and notes on Nancy Dawson must
await another edition of Vanguard for an extended treatment of
this piece of our Regimental history. This piece is restricted to
two imaginative poems from J.B. Lloyd, described as a member of
Inner Temple and a late Corporal in C Company ICRV.

The Colonel and the Adjutant
The rain was raining on the grass,
Raining with all its might;
It did its worse to make the view
Look anything but bright.
And this was odd, for it was June,
And summer at its height.
The cows were drinking in the pond,
But, ere the day was done,
Comes Debus and the Debusites;
They cock their tails and run –
“To-night we drink a sergeant’s oath,”
They said, “It will be fun!”
The colonel, and the adjutant
Were walking hand in hand,
They smiled like anything to hear
The bugling of the band.
“If we could only blow like that,”
They said, “It would be grand!”
“If seven Births, with seven squads
Taught us for half a year,
Do you suppose,” the colonel said,
“That we could blow so clear?”
“I doubt it,” said the adjutant,
And shed a bitter tear.
“Oh, privates, come and drill with us,”
The colonel did beseech,
“A pleasant drill, battalion drill,
Much smartness it will teach.
We cannot drill with less than six
One company to each.”

Full many stripes they wore.
And thick and fast they came at last
And more, and more, and more.
“Fall in,” the sergeant-major cried,
The bugles bugulèd,
But never a single private came,
And thus the colonel said:
“They do not choose, O Adjutant,
To leave their strawy bed.”
The oldest sergeant winked his eye,
He knew that drill was done.
“Now smartly, privates double up!”
But answer came there none,
Nor was this odd, for they had been
Promoted – every one”.
The second poem by the same poet is entitled ‘Pneumatic Roller
Skates’. It requires four pages to understand the bizarre title and
I will spare readers the ordeal save to recite the first two verses,
which have a certain resonance even today:
Within the Inner Temple Hall had met a high conclave,
The gallant the eloquent, the learned and the brave;
There were judges, there were benchers, there were
eminent Q.C.’s,
And generals in uniform were plentiful as bees,
Where glittering in scarlet, and accoutrements, and lace,
The Officer Commanding the Home District took his place,
And in military splendour, with his staff on either hand,
Sat the venerated Chief of all the Forces in the Land.
Then rose a mighty man, and spake of many things,
Of maxim guns, of motor cars, of shuttlecocks, of swings;
Where manifold proposals were debated on at length,
For plans to raise “The Devil’s Own” to reasonable
strength;
From the motion of a bencher, which he emphasised with
zeal,
For the forcible conscription of the Judges of Appeal,
To a captain’s meek suggestion, that six drills should be cut
off
From the necessary quantum, for the men who played at
golf.”
Those readers of a certain age who are not addicted to their
iPhones and other manifestations of the modern media and who
read books will swiftly recognise the source material for the first
piece. For those who prefer to rely on Google, try “Walrus and
Carpenter”. I think it is a very clever and amusing pastiche.
The second is more of a tease: clearly some elements of Lewis
Carroll but the cadences suggest an older source. My finger is on
Macaulay. Doubling up the lines gives this as an example:

The non-commissioned officers
Were eager for parade,
Their heads were bald, their tunics old
Their trousers were decayed.
They cursed the complicated kit of Wallace, and of Slade.

Then out spake brave Horatius, The Captain of the Gate:
“To every man upon this earth Death cometh soon or late.
And how can man die better Than facing fearful odds,
For the ashes of his fathers, And the temple of his Gods?”

The sergeants and the corporals
Came flocking by the score,
Upon their muscular right arms

No doubt wiser readers will form their own views.
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OBITUARIES

A

LASTAIR DAVID McCORMICK BARLOW, the
second child but first son of a regular Indian Army officer
was born in India on Christmas Day in 1933. He was
educated at Charterhouse where he was in the shooting team
for three years and continued to be an enthusiastic and very
accurate game shot for the rest of his life.
He was called-up to the67th Training Regiment RAC in 1952
before being posted to Mons Barracks, Aldershot from where he
was commissioned into the 15th/19th King’s Royal Hussars then
serving in BAOR at Wesendorf in Lower Saxony. On completing
National Service, Alastair joined the Inns of Court Regiment, B
Squadron, and went to work for a firm of commodity brokers
in the City, later entering into partnership with a friend and
remaining there until he retired.
In 1957 he married Susan. They set up house first in Essex
and then in various places in Suffolk, finally at Grafton bringing
up two sons who have, between them, brought them five
grandchildren. Without having any serious ill-health, in January
2014, Alastair was diagnosed with an inoperable brain tumour
and died on 27 March 2014.

S

IR JAMES REGINALD ARTHUR BOTTOMLEY
KCMG, died in Cambridge age 93 on 5th June, 2013.
His wife Barbara died in 1994. Jim, as he was known to
his friends, was at Trinity College Cambridge when war was
declared. He promptly volunteered for service but was placed in
the reserves. He subsequently joined the newly formed Inns of
Court Regiment which was commanded by the intrepid Bertie
Bingley, who turned out to be a cousin of Barbara, whom he
married in August 1941. Whilst still at Cambridge in 1940 he
was chairman of Cambridge Union when, to the consternation of
some, he closed the debates to prevent proctorial censorship,
pointing out that this was one of the reasons for the country
going to war. Jim served in the ICR from 1940 until 1946. In
August 1944 he was very seriously wounded before Flers and
very lucky to survive the wounds to his lungs and to his Jaw. It
took 2 years of surgery to repair the chin. On one occasion
when Jim was being prepared for yet another operation, a
surgeon remarked that he appeared to be fully anaesthetised
only to have Jim contradict him from the operating table -”Oh
no I’m not!”
In 1946 Jim joined what was then the Dominions Office to
begin what was a long and very distinguished diplomatic
career, taking him to Pretoria, Karachi, Washington and Kuala
Lumpur-where he was Deputy High Commissioner during the
Indonesian Confrontation. In 1968 he undertook a supposedly
secret mission to Salisbury, Rhodesia to restart talks with Ian
Smith on Rhodesia’s unilateral declaration of independence. He
was appointed British Ambassador to South Africa in1973-76
notwithstanding, or because of, his well-known opposition to
apartheid. His final Appointment in 1976, before his retirement
from the Diplomatic Service in 1978, was as permanent UK
Representative to the United Nations and other international
organisations in Geneva
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Sir James, was, according to one newspaper, reporting a visit to
no 10 Downing Street, one of a number of Diplomats and senior
civil servants to whom Ministers turned in a crisis.

C

OLIN “DIGGER” DIGNAN died at Wallington,
Surrey on 29th March 2013 aged 85. His wife Sheila
whom he had nursed and cared for, for a number of
years, sadly died only four weeks before, on the 23rd February
2013. Digger was born in Melbourne, Australia of English
parents. His father, who had served in the British Army in
WW 1 had obtained a commission in the Australian Army but
sadly in 1941 his father died leaving his wife with their 13 year
old son in somewhat straightened circumstances. Anxious to
return to the UK and her own family, and concerned that the
Japanese might invade Australia, Mrs Dignan, having persuaded
the authorities, obtained passage for Digger and herself on a
ship leaving for Liverpool. Their ship made safe passage to Port
Elisabeth in South Africa where it joined other ships waiting to
form a convoy. One of the other ships was the ill-fated RMS
Laconia which was carrying a large number of Italian POWs,
their Polish Guards and a number of expatriates, men, women
and children, as well as crew, all anxious to get to the UK. The
Laconia left Port Elizabeth, unescorted, a few days before the
main convoy and made good passage until south of Dakar it
was intercepted and sunk by a German U-boat. The brouhaha
caused by the Laconia incident enabled the remaining ships in
the Port Elizabeth convoy to scatter and evade other U-boats in
the area eventually reaching the safe haven of the Mersey where
coincidently some of Mrs Dignan’s family lived. Digger was able
to continue his education in Liverpool until called up in 1946 to
join the 12th Lancers. He saw service with the 12th in the Middle
East. On demobilisation he joined B Squadron ICR in which
were a number of other refugees from the 12th and remained
with B Squadron as a senior Sergeant until the amalgamation
with the Rough Riders in 1961.

M

AJOR BERTRAM GARAI, late of the Rough Riders,
died peacefully at Woking on 21st January 2014, aged 95.
His wife Muriel had predeceased him, but he is survived
by his sons Andrew and Robert, his daughter Carol and a clutch
of grandchildren. Bertram had been a squadron leader when the
Rough Riders were equipped with Tanks, but when they morphed
into the Rifle Brigade he became a company commander. At
the time of the amalgamation with the ICR he decided to retire
(it must have been about this time that he sold his Keystone
business) but he did join the joint Association and became its
Treasurer for a short time. Bertram began his military service
in the 24th Lancers, a pre WWII war Indian Army unit restored
to the army orbat when the army was being enlarged to meet
the threat from the Axis. The 24th was eventually equipped with
Sherman Tanks in preparation for D-Day and it was as 5 troop
leader in C Squadron of the 24th that Bertram landed on Gold
Beach in Normandy three days after D-day, a short distance from
Graye sur Mer. On the 24th’s first day in action, Bertram’s tank
received a shell through the driver’s visor, decapitating the driver,

causing much damage and injury to the other crew members,
including Bertram, who had to remove the drivers head from his
lap before he, Bertram, could escape from the tank. It was not
until 1996, when accompanying Bertram on a visit to his driver’s
grave in Ryes military cemetery, that we learned of this tragedy
and of the affect it had had on Bertram.
We have received from Bertram’s family some diary notes which
Bertram made, contrary to Standing Orders, about training in
1943 for D-Day and of the landing and the aftermath. We hope
to publish extracts from the notes in the next issue of Vanguard.

M

AJOR FRANCIS SIDNEY CUNINGHAM
HANCOCK died at Church Crookham, Hampshire on
the 9th September 2013 aged 100. He would have been
101 on the following month.
Educated at Uppingham School, he then worked in the City and
joined the Inns of Court OTU in the early 1930s. Commissioned
into the Middlesex Regiment, he went with them to India and
then on to Honk Kong, where he transferred to the Royal Hong
Kong Mule Corps, part of the Indian Army. After the Japanese
attack on Christmas Day 1941 and the subsequent surrender of
Hong Kong, Francis was a POW in Hong Kong for 4 years and
in1942 his younger brother was executed by the Japanese in
Malay where he had been serving with the 2nd King Edward VII’s
Own Ghurkha Rifles. After liberation in 1945 he was evacuated
to India on board the SS TAKLIWA which ran aground on the
Nicobar Islands on the morning of the 15th October 1945.
Luckily everyone was rescued by the Royal Navy. Life in prison
had not been easy and Francis suffered from various illnesses
as a result of poor diet and lack of medical services but true
to his character he did not seem to bear any lasting animosity
towards the Japanese, wryly referring to his imprisonment as
“being a guest of the emperor”. Francis continued in the Indian
Army until 1946 when he was transferred to the British Army,
remaining in Service until retirement in 1959. During this 13
year period he served in many theatres including a period in
the Canal Zone where he ran the polo ground for two years,
allowing him to indulge his first lasting love, polo. In 1958 Francis
was elected to membership of the Hampshire Hunt and at his
death was their oldest and longest serving member.
When Francis retired from the Army in 1959, he began a second
career with the National Westminster Bank with whom he
remained for a further 20 years, first riding shotgun on bullion
deliveries in the Fleet area and then in various other positions
until his second retirement at age 65. It was during this period
that he renewed his membership of the dining club which had
re-opened in Stone Buildings and became a member of the
Regimental Association.
For the last 24 years of his life in a comfortable Retirement
home near Hartley Witney where he seemed always to have
something to do and from where he could continue the loves
of his life: theatre, hunting and watching polo at Smith’s Lawn
invariably accompanied by a lady companion. His last outing
with the Inns of Court was to South Africa on the Boer War
battlefields tour organised by Edward Marshall.

R

OBERT ALASTAIR (“NOBBY”) INGHAM
CLARK was born in Wimbledon in November 1924 and
was educated at Harrow before joining the Life Guards
in 1943. His father had been an officer in the Argyll’s during the
First World War and commanded their TA Battalion between the
wars.
Alastair served with the Household Cavalry in Italy and then
in the advance through Europe staying on after the war with
a regular commission in the Life Guards. He was appointed
Adjutant of Inns of Court Regiment in 1949, staying until he rejoined the Life Guards in 1951, serving with the 67th Training
Regiment RAC in Carlisle and on regimental duties until 1954.
He then resigned his commission in order to join his family firm
but at the same time joined the HAC as a private soldier. He
married Pru in 1958, the year which saw the 50th anniversary of
the TA. The HAC was given the privilege of mounting Queen’s
Guard at Buckingham Palace to mark the occasion. To mount
Queen’s Guard a Band and a Corps of Drums is always needed.
Alastair had always taken an interest in military music and agreed
to take up the challenge, insisting on being posted to the Guard’s
Drum Major’s course thereafter building up the HAC Corps of
Drums from being a small affair to being the pre-eminent corps
in the TA. He served on as Drum Major for several decades. He
died of a stroke on 24 February 2014 leaving his widow, Pru,
three sons and eight grandchildren.

G

ERARD LAWRENCE PARKER died late in
November 2013, in Stonehaven, aged 79. Born in
Edinburgh on the 14th September 1934 of English
parents, his father, a consummate horseman, was serving in
the Royal Scots Grey’s at the time of Gerry’s birth. During
WWII, his father, by then a Major, served on the Staff of Colonel
Buckmaster of SOE fame. Following his father’s example
Gerry became a career soldier and enlisted in the Life Guards.
Every bit a Royalist, he loved the Queen Mother and has fond
memories of the Queen of Tonga and enjoyed the Ceremonial
occasions. His Squadron Leader at that time was Major Ronald
Ferguson, the Duchess of York’s late father. It was not always
glamour, seeing service in Aden and Suez. He rose through the
ranks to become a Corporal of Horse. When he transferred
to the reserves and joined the ICR he quickly became SSM of
A Squadron and was pleased when asked to stay on in that role
when after amalgamation with the Roughs when A Squadron
became predominately Roughs at Whipps Cross.
During this period of change, Gerry took a job with Youngs
Sea Foods handling accounts with some of the top hotels and
restaurants and soon became a manager with Youngs. He was
sent north by Youngs to become a fish buyer and soon became
chairman of the Fish Buyers Association, He became a very
active Rotarian and Chairman of the Stonehaven Club in 2003/4
and latterly became their Sergeant At Arms, a role for which he
was no doubt well suited. Stonehaven, in recognition if his work
for the Rotarian movement, awarded him the highest award a
Rotarian can aspire to - The Paul Harris Fellowship. Rumour has
it that Gerry proud of this award that he pinned his spare medal
on his pyjamas.
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One of his passions was curling and in 1985 he represented
Scotland against Canada in the world Championships held in
Glasgow that year. A big man of many parts who did well in most
things he tackled although with a southern accent, sometimes
, had difficulty persuading fellow Scots that he was also a proud
Scot. When being chaffed about this in public, he flourished a
copy of his birth certificate in proof.
Gerry was a gregarious person who, as a close friend remarked
kindly, could strike up a conversation with a brick wall. No one
was safe. He clearly liked people and they liked him. Gerry had
a large circle of loyal friends who gave him much support during
his latter days.

J

AMES ANTHONY SPRAY died aged 89 on the 3rd
February 2013 in a nursing home in Lincolnshire where he had
spent his last few years in a wheel chair, facing his illness with
great fortitude. Tony is survived by his wife Jean. Tony had served
the Crown for 37 years as a regular soldier, in the Middlesex
Regiment, The Cameronians and the Royal Engineers where he
rose to the rank of WOII. On discharge from the regular Army
he volunteered for B Squadron Inns of Court & City Yeomanry,
initially in rank of Corporal and continued to serve through all
the changes until he retired from 68 Squadron in 1979 aged 55 in
the rank of Staff Sergeant. On parades he was often the Guidon
bearer. I civilian life, after he had left the Army, he became initially
a taxi-driver before starting his own transport company.

C

APTAIN CLIVE TAYLOR MC died at Altrincham
on 31st March2012, aged 91. His wife Betty predeceased
him. There were no children. Clive won his MC in the
last month of war in North West Europe. On April 19 1945
he was commanding his Troop of 4 Armoured Cars, 2 Troop D
Squadron ICR, who were ordered to recce the roads in the area
of Salzhausen, a village to the west of Luneburg, where he took
15 prisoners and learned from them that the village was held
by 200 soldiers -among them SS troops. On the outskirts of the
village he came up against machine gun and bazooka positions.
Dismounted, he led three of his men into the village under
covering fire from his machine guns. Clive knocked out one of
the enemy posts and after the others were destroyed, he gave
a pre-arranged signal to his armoured cars to advance, firing all
their guns. The German troops were convinced that they were
being attacked bya superior force and Clive’s quick thinking, dash
and determination resulted in the capture of the village and 150
prisoners including 25 SS soldiers. Clive’s action that day earned
him the award of an immediate MC. (Clive clearly had not read
the hand book issued between the wars instructing light cavalry
troops engaged on reconnaissance to withdraw when faced by a
superior force!).
At the outbreak of WWII Clive joined the Royal Engineers, but
at Sandhurst he was told this was a suicide job and transferred
to the ICR. His report on leaving the RMA stated that “this cadet
possesses qualities of leadership, initiative, self-reliance and quick
thinking to an almost embarrassing degree”
Clive was commissioned in 1943 and the following year, in fierce
fighting around Caen, his troop found a gap in the enemy lines
and drove some seven miles through German held territory
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towards Falaise. German Soldiers who waved at those they
thought were fellow countrymen were greeted with not so
friendly machine gun fire before the cars turned round and sped
back to Caen lobbing grenades into enemy lorries they passed.
They returned with much valuable information. An intrepid Man,
of whom one of his soldiers remarked:” If he has a personal
motto it must be “To The Sound of the Guns” Before Antwerp
, Clive was shot through the nose by a sniper, a wound that
robbed him permanently of his sense of smell- but he re-joined
the Regiment before the Rhine Crossing. After the war he was
promoted to Captain but declined further promotion in favour
of civilian life. He studied engineering at night school and then
worked as an engineer for 20 years before taking over as MD of
the family firm in Altrincham.
In retirement after the death of his wife he travelled a great deal
to the remoter parts of the world and in the UK, off the tourist
trails. Floating hotels were not for him. One of his last Voyages
was to Surinam on a Dutch banana boat on which he probably
spent more time in the engine room than in the passenger
lounge.( Surinam was the former British colony ceded to the
Dutch in return for New York).

T

HE REVEREND PREBENDARY CLARK
EDWARD LEIGHTON THOMPSON TD was
born in April 1919, the son of a missionary, who died
when he was five. He was educated at Shrewsbury and at
Pembroke College, Oxford where he rowed in the first boat
before being ordained and starting his first ministry in Egypt
and, thereafter served, for many years, as the Bishop of Egypt’s
Commissary in the United Kingdom. He served also as an Army
chaplain in BAOR amongst other places, becoming a curate
in 1950 when he was appointed Vicar of Chelsea Old Church.
At that time it comprised a small congregation who met every
Sunday in the Moore Chapel which was surrounded by the ruins
of the ancient parish church that had been bombed by a direct
hit in 1941. Leighton Thompson provided the determination,
leadership and inspiration for the rebuilding of the former church
to its former glory, the detailed story of which he recorded in a
book “The Rebuilding of Chelsea Old Church” that he personally
published in 1992, the year of his retirement.
Whilst Vicar of Chelsea Old Church he served as chaplain to a
variety of TA regiments notably to The Inns of Court Regiment,
The Inns of Court & City Yeomanry, 68 Squadron and the HAC.
He held an appointment at St Paul’s Cathedral from 1986 until
he was supposed to retire but remained so fit and active that
he was authorised to conduct divine service until he was well
into his 90s. He moved, eventually, after the death of his wife,
to a retirement home in Chelsea, where his continuing energy
established him as the unofficial leader of the residents. He leaves
two children and three grandchildren as well as numerous greatgrandchildren. He died in April 2014 and his funeral service was
taken at at Chelsea Old Church by Canon David Reindorp who
is now the vicar there and was, himself a past chaplain to the
HAC.

Our thanks are due to Tom Taylor and Alan Smallbone for the
compilation of these obituaries.
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